Bible Story 282

THE
FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT

GALATIANS 5:22-26
The fruit of the Spirit.

GALATIANS 5:22-26
MEMORY VERSE:
"If we live in the Spirit, let us also walk in the Spirit." GALATIANS 5:25

CIRCLE ALL THE CORRECT WORDS:
1. "But the fruit of the Spirit is..." GALATIANS 5:22-23

   LOVE          ANGER
   JOY           MEANNESS
   PEACE         LONGSUFFERING
   KINDNESS      GOODNESS
   FAITHFULNESS  SELFISHNESS
   GENTLENESS    SELF-CONTROL

TRUE OR FALSE
2. "...Against such there is no law." GALATIANS 5:23
   TRUE OR FALSE

CIRCLE THE CORRECT WORD:
3. "And those who are Christ's have (CRUCIFIED, FED) the flesh with its passions and desires." GALATIANS 5:24

TRUE OR FALSE
4. "If we live in the Spirit, let us also walk in the Spirit." GALATIANS 5:25
   TRUE OR FALSE
282. THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT
(GALATIANS 5:22-26)

CHRIST’S CRUCIFIED FAITHFULNESS FRUIT GENTLENESS
GOODNESS JOY KINDNESS LONGSUFFERING
LOVE PEACE SELF CONTROL SPIRIT
282. FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT  
(GALATIANS 5:22-26)

MEMORY VERSE:  
“If we live in the Spirit, let us also walk in the Spirit.” GALATIANS 5:25

CIRCLE ALL THE CORRECT WORDS:
1. "But the fruit of the Spirit is..." GALATIANS 5:22-23

   LOVE
   JOY
   PEACE
   KINDNESS
   FAITHFULNESS
   GENTLENESS

   ANGER
   MEANNESS
   LONGSUFFERING
   GOODNESS
   SELFISHNESS
   SELF-CONTROL

TRUE OR FALSE
2. "...Against such there is no law." GALATIANS 5:23
   TRUE OR FALSE

FILL IN THE BLANKS:
3. "And those who are Christ's have _____________ the _________ with its passions and desires." GALATIANS 5:24

4. "If we _________ in the Spirit, let us also _________ in the Spirit." GALATIANS 5:25
282. THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT
(GALATIANS 5:22-26)

CHRISTS GOODNESS LOVE
CRUCIFIED PEACE
FAITHFULNESS SELF CONTROL
FRUIT SPIRIT
GENTLENESS LONGSUFFERING
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FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT
"But the fruit of the Spirit is..."

3 DOWN ______ GALATIANS 5:22
5 ACROSS ____ GALATIANS 5:22
6 ACROSS ______ GALATIANS 5:22
3 ACROSS ________________ GALATIANS 5:22
2 DOWN ________ GALATIANS 5:22
8 ACROSS ________ GALATIANS 5:22
7 ACROSS ________________ GALATIANS 5:22
4 DOWN ____________ GALATIANS 5:23
1 DOWN ____-_______ GALATIANS 5:23

"If we live in the Spirit, let us also walk in the Spirit." GALATIANS 5:25